NOTICE TO NAVIGATION INTERESTS

DATE: 02/26/2020
POC: Lockmaster via Marine Channel 13

NOTICE NUMBER: 11520
LOCAL NUMBER: 20-06
WATERWAY: OHIO RIVER

EFFECTIVE: 03/18/2020 07:00 thru 06/08/2020 17:00 EST

LOCK CLOSURE

GREENUP LOCKS AND DAM

OHIO RIVER, MILE 341.0

Notice is given that on 18 March 2020 the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Repair Fleet will commence maintenance repairs to both lock chambers at Greenup Locks and Dam, Ohio River 341.0. Due to the need for the fleet to arrange equipment to begin the auxiliary chamber work, the auxiliary chamber will be closed and there will be minor intermittent closures of the main chamber for two days, should water conditions allow setting bulkheads for upper miter gate dewatering. Then from 20 March to 23 March, the repairs will be focused on the auxiliary chamber, with the main chamber open for lockages.

On 23 March, the fleet will move to the main chamber to complete repairs on the miter gate operating machinery. During these repairs, the main chamber will be closed to mariners. During these main chamber repairs, the auxiliary chamber will remain open for lockages. All repairs on both chambers are anticipated to be complete on 8 June 2020.

Mariners are urged to contact the lockmaster via marine radio channel 13 for more information.

//signed/

Kent C. Browning
Chief, Technical Support Branch